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           Benefits
Most systems only allow tracking to be monitored by someone 
back home in a cellular or WiFi environment. The time it takes to 
relay that information can be costly.

We provide the actual operators on the ground with tracking 
and communications between themselves, while they are making 
important decisions from the field.  

Our system is world-wide without distance restrictions and 
requires little setup to join the group that is already operating 
remotely. 

-Web based command and control suite
- Asset tracking and private data/map 
hosting
- Situational reports from the field
    
  *Available under LN-Enterprise

     LN-COMMAND

Features         
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- Worldwide communications via satellite voice calling and 
SMS messaging
- Worldwide real-time group tracking between all units 
while in the field
- LEADNAV GPS file sharing for up to date situational 
awareness and status updates from and between the 
operators in the field
- Stand-alone pinger option for tracking an asset while in 
the field
- Interoperability for tracking and communication between 
satellite and cellular/WiFi networks
- Photo and Document sharing via Iridium Mail client
- Up to the minute weather forecasts through supporting 
applications

    *Private security and data hosting available

www.leadnavsystems.com

- Iridium GO! satellite hot spot
                   *Programmed into our service
- LN-IRIDIUM service
- Iridium GO! apps
- iPhone or iPad  
- LEADNAV GPS app
  *See LN-BLOWOUT and complete bundles

      Standard Components

Built for the operator by the operator to fill the needs of those who work and play “off the grid”

  Coordination and Communication
             Mission Planning, Navigation, Coordination, and Communication

LEADNAV SYSTEMS LLC

Built for the operator by the operator to fill the needs of those who work and play “off the grid”
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We have revolutionized coordination and communication with groundbreaking 
Iridium satellite integrations within LEADNAV and our cloud servers. Merging 
cellular and satellite platforms together with our system, we provide real-time 
group tracking and communication not only for command and control back 
home but between the actual units in the field. With worldwide tracking, SMS 
messaging and voice calling, “off the grid” to “off the grid”,  you have a package 
that can be utilized and deployed worldwide.

    LN-IRIDIUM Service


